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Semiconductor nanowires (NWires) experience stress and charge transfer from

their environment and impurity atoms. In response, the environment of a NWire

experiences a NWire stress response which may lead to propagated strain and a

change in the shape and size of the NWire cross section. Here, geometric

number series are deduced for zincblende- (zb-) and diamond-structured

NWires of diameter dWire to obtain the numbers of NWire atoms NWire(dWire[i]),

bonds between NWire atoms Nbnd(dWire[i]) and interface bonds NIF(dWire[i]) for

six high-symmetry zb NWires with the low-index faceting that occurs frequently

in both bottom-up and top-down approaches of NWire processing. Along with

these primary parameters, the specific lengths of interface facets, the cross-

sectional widths and heights and the cross-sectional areas are presented. The

fundamental insights into NWire structures revealed here offer a universal

gauge and thus could enable major advancements in data interpretation and

understanding of all zb- and diamond-structure-based NWires. This statement is

underpinned with results from the literature on cross-section images from III–V

core–shell NWire growth and on Si NWires undergoing self-limiting oxidation

and etching. The massive breakdown of impurity doping due to self-purification

is shown to occur for both Si NWires and Si nanocrystals (NCs) for a ratio of

Nbnd/NWire = Nbnd/NNC = 1.94 � 0.01 using published experimental data.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the electronic structure and optical

response of nanoscale systems such as nanowires (NWires) or

nanocrystals (NCs) is a function of lattice strain which is

routinely measured by Raman and Fourier transform infra-red

(FT–IR) spectroscopy to probe phononic spectra (Jaccodine

& Schlegel, 1966; Anastassakis et al., 1970; Nakashima et al.,

1981; Boyd & Wilson, 1982, 1987). Such spectra are sensitive

to lattice strain which is a function of the material via the

Young’s modulus (Elliot, 1998). Changes in compressive or

expansive stress were shown to modify the optical response of

NWires by photoluminescence (PL) (Tomioka et al., 2011;

Joyce et al., 2011; Treu et al., 2015). The growth of monolithic

NWires depends critically on balanced stress to avoid stacking

faults which cause the electronic properties of the NWire to

deteriorate. Attempts to place phosphorus atoms as donors on

lattice sites in free-standing Si NCs were shown to fail

increasingly with shrinking NC diameter (Stegner et al.,

2008, 2009; König et al., 2015; Gnaser et al., 2014). As a

structural cause, self-purification was identified (Dalpian &

Chelikowsky, 2006, 2008; Chan et al., 2008; Ossicini et al.,

2005). While no detailed analogue investigations have yet

been carried out on Si NWires, it is apparent from the self-

purification mechanism that a structural limit also exists for Si
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NWires and, to a lesser extent, for III–V NWires. All these

structures are key to future electronic devices such as radial

light-emitting diodes (Tomioka et al., 2011) or next-generation

very-large-scale integration (VLSI) Si field-effect transistors

(FETs) (Weber & Mikolajick, 2017). An analytical structural

description of the NWire cross section down to the individual

bonds and atoms is a very powerful tool to interpret any

experimental data as a function of the NWire’s cross-section

size and shape and the orientation of its growth axis and

interfaces.

The goal of this work is to provide such an analytical

description of cross sections for NWires consisting of zinc-

blende- (zb-) and diamond-structured materials (Fig. 1) down

to the individual atom/bond. These number series can deliver

crucial input to interpret experimental and theoretical data

from such NWire systems. A high accuracy in predicting

NWire cross sections requires adequate experimental data

such as exact lattice positions or interface-specific defect

ratios. Alternatively, iterative techniques can be used (König

et al., 2007).

With a universal gauge for stress, such phenomena could be

scaled as a function of NWire diameter dWire. Principal para-

meters are the number of atoms forming the zb-NWire NWire,

the bonds between such atoms Nbnd and the number of bonds

NIF terminating the NWire interface. This last can be broken

down into the number of interface bonds per facet orientation

{abc}, viz. Nabc
IF . As parameters for size and shape identifica-

tion, the characteristic interface lengths dabc-IF per interface

orientation {abc} serve as an identification tool for assigning

experimental data to the respective analytical NWire cross

section. The total cross-section area A is a key parameter in

particular for electronic devices where current densities can be

used instead of absolute currents to interprete device

behaviour. From these principal parameters, secondary para-

meters can be derived: the ratio Nbnd/NWire yields the bonds

per atom within a zb-NWire, the ratio NIF/Nbnd yields the

interface bonds per internal NWire bond, and the ratio NIF/

NWire yields the interface bonds per NWire atom. For NWires

with different interface faceting {abc} and {def}, ratios of

interface bond densities per facet type Nabc
IF =N

def
IF can be

derived.

Section 2 provides the necessary background information

on the choice of NWire cross sections made, the interface

bond densities and surface energies per major facet type, the

nomenclature on how to interpret the cross-section images per

NWire type, and a brief assignment of primary and secondary

parameters to structurally driven phenomena. Section 3

contains the number series for all six different NWire cross

sections. An associated Appendix A shows the mathematical

algorithm to derive these for the first NWire type which has an

[001] growth axis, a square cross section and {001} interfaces.

In Section 4, we show an example of applying the number

series and derived secondary parameters to experimental data

from the literature for type III–V and Si NWires. Section 5

demonstrates the use of secondary parameters on more

literature data over a broader base. Amongst these is a

common material-specific limit of Nbnd/NWire for both Si

NWires and NCs, below which self-purification becomes

dominant, and a lower size limit for NWire crystallization.

Section 6 provides an outlook on follow-on analytical work,

such as arbitrary cross-section morphing to fit experimental

data exactly and the extension of the analytics to NWire

materials with different space-group symmetries.

2. General remarks on analytical number series,
structural boundary conditions and nomenclature

With Nbnd/NWire we obtain a gauge for the response to internal

stress, e.g. by dopant species. The ability of embedding

materials or ligands to exert stress on NWires or vice versa can

be described with NIF/Nbnd. The impact of a highly polar

surface termination on the zb-NWire electronic structure such

as an interface charge transfer (König et al., 2014, 2018) is

assessed by the ratio NIF/NWire. The ratio Nabc
IF =N

def
IF can be

useful for detecting facet-specific interface defects.

We illustrate results from Si NWires (diamond structure).

NWire atoms without interface bonds are shown in grey.

Atoms with interface bonds are colour-coded: species with

one, two or three interface bonds are red, blue or green,

respectively; see Figs. 2 and 3 for examples. The analytical

number series introduced below also hold for zb-NWires due

to straightforward symmetry arguments (Fig. 1). Hence, the

analytical descriptions below cover all NWires with zb

symmetry in addition to Si and Ge. Material properties

resulting from differences in the base cell (see Fig. 1) are not

considered here. This constraint has no impact on the

applicability of the analytics of our work unless data of zb-type

NWires are directly compared with diamond-type NWires.

Due to the complexity of symmetry arguments, zb-NWires

with index faceting beyond {131} are not considered in our

work. For Si, the {111} ({001}) facets have the lowest (second-

lowest) experimental values of surface free energy (Table 1),

followed by the {110} facets. Regarding surface bond density,

{111}-oriented facets have the lowest surface bond density for

all facets up to {433} orientation (Hesketh, 1993). These
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Figure 1
Examples of the periodic unit cells (UCs) of space groups F43m (zb) and
Fd3m (diamond) covered in this work. (a) Zinc sulfide (Zinkblende) ZnS,
standing for many II–VI and III–V semiconductors obeying the zb
structure symmetry. (b) Main-group IV semiconductors such as diamond,
germanium or silicon obey the diamond structure symmetry. Both space
groups share the same crystal symmetry apart from their primitive basis,
which is A–A (Si–Si) for diamond structures and A–B (Zn–S) for zb
structures.



findings also hold for other diamond- and zb-NWires due to

symmetry arguments.

The number series follow a run index i which relates to

dWire[i] via the respective NWire cross-section area A[i]. Since

the NWires considered here differ in their cross-section shape,

we use dWire of a circular NWire which allows a comparison of

the same parameter of different NWire shapes as a function of

dcirc
Wire,

dcirc
Wire½i� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4

�
A½i�

r
: ð1Þ

This generalized size parameter dcirc
Wire½i� becomes relevant in

Section 5.

Below, we provide a general procedure to pick the correct

NWire cross section to use for interpreting experimental data

as a function of NWire structure. For direct imaging, e.g. by

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM,

see Fig. 13) or scanning TEM (STEM, see Fig. 12), the ratio of

interface lengths dIF, widths w and heights h of NWire cross

sections can be readily extracted. If atomic information is

available, as is the case in Fig. 13, it helps to split each NWire

cross section further to arrive at two different symmetry

centres, which is reflected in an even and an odd set of number

series. Having two different symmetry centres available is

useful for ultra-small NWire cross sections where such

differences become notable. At such NWire diameters, the

surface energies and associated wider angles (less-vulnerable

edges) between the surface planes suggest that the cross

sections are mainly hexagonal, which appears to be supported

by experimental findings. In contrast, rectangular or square

cross sections do not appear to have been found for NWire

diameters at the lower end of the nanometre scale. While a

group of even and odd series can also be derived for square

and rectangular NWire cross sections, such cross sections are

not likely to exist at the bottom end of the nanometre scale.

Hence, we present just one group of number series for both

cross-section types, which also serves to keep our work

concise.

Other spectroscopic methods, such as electron para-

magnetic resonance (EPR) or Raman spectroscopy, are

sensitive to certain interface defects or modifications which

either exist exclusively or with a very high probability at

specific interface orientations. The partitions per interface-

specific defect can then be used to determine the ratios of side

lengths to specify the NWire cross section. An example with

EPR is given at the end of Section 6.

For the description of zb- and diamond-structured NWire

cross sections, we consider slabs with a thickness dslab of one

unit-cell (UC) thickness aUC multiplied by the respective

factor in the direction of NWire growth to achieve periodicity;

values are summarized in Table 2. In addition, Table 2 lists the

number of atoms and bonds per column (i.e. per atom or bond

visible) as a function of NWire axis orientation for a top view

of the cross section, thereby allowing us to count atoms and

bonds. Respective images are provided for all NWire cross-

section types presented here. Table 3 shows all parameters

described by number series for each cross-section type. The

indexing of the NWire cross-section type is given as a super-

script with its shape and growth direction (see Table 4).

For all equations in this section, the limits of the run index

are 1 � i < 1 unless noted otherwise. We explain the math-

ematical tools used to derive the number series in Appendix A

with the NWire type in Section 3.1. Further details of the

crystallographic algorithm can be obtained from our previous

work (König, 2016).
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Table 4
A list of the NWire shape indices [cross section, growth direction and side
interfaces (where necessary)] added to all parameters as a superscript.

Superscript Growth axis Cross section Side interfaces†

001� ut 001 Square
110� ut 110 Rectangular
110� 110 Hexagonal
112� 112 Hexagonal
111� j110 111 Hexagonal 111
111� j112 111 Hexagonal 112

† Only when required to distinguish cross sections.

Table 1
Bond densities and free energies per square for low-index Si facets; bond-
density values taken from Hesketh (1993) and experimental surface-
energy values taken from Eaglesham et al. (1993).

Facet
orientation

Surface bond density
(cm�2)

Surface free energy
(J m�2)

{001} 1.36 � 1015 1.36
{110} 0.96 � 1015 1.43
{111} 0.78 � 1015 1.23

Table 2
The slab thickness dslab of NWire cross sections as a function of growth-
axis orientation given in UC lengths aUC per growth orientation to
achieve periodicity; numbers of atoms and of bonds per column as
described per feature seen in cross-section top view are given to enable
the counting of atoms and NWire internal bonds.

Growth
axis

dslab

(aUC)

Atoms per
column in
top view

Bonds per
column in
top view

001 1 1 1 per \ and /
110

ffiffiffi
2
p

2 2 per / and \, 4 per |
111

ffiffiffi
3
p

2 1 per atom column, 1
between atom columns

112
ffiffiffi
6
p

1 2 per =n ; 1 per — and – †

† Bond symbols must be turned by 90� to align with the graphs in Figs. 6 and 7.

Table 3
The parameter list for each NWire cross section; all N� are calculated as
per NWire slab.

Parameter Description

NWire No. of atoms forming the NWire
Nbnd No. of bonds within the NWire
NIF No. of interface bonds of the NWire
Nabc-IF No. of bonds per IF type {abc}
dabc-IF Length of IF with orientation {abc}
w Maximum width of the NWire cross section
h Maximum height of the NWire cross section
A Cross-section area



3. Analytical number series of nanowire cross sections

3.1. NWires growing along the [001] direction with square
cross section and four {001} interfaces

N001�ut
Wire ½i� ¼ 8 ðiþ 1Þ2; ð2Þ

N001�ut
bnd ½i� ¼ ð4iþ 3Þ2; ð3Þ

N001�ut
IF ½i� ¼ 2 ð8iþ 7Þ; ð4Þ

d001�ut
001�IF½i� ¼ aUC iþ

3

4

� �
: ð5Þ

The square shape of the cross section results in w[i] 	 h[i] 	

d001�ut
001�IF½i�.

A001�ut½i� ¼ aUC

� �2
iþ

3

4

� �2

: ð6Þ

Fig. 2 shows the first four members of the square NWire cross

sections with growth along the [001] direction and four {001}

interfaces.

3.2. NWires growing along the [110] direction with
rectangular cross section and two {001} plus two {110}
interfaces

N110�ut
Wire ½i� ¼ 8 ðiþ 1Þ iþ

3

2

� �
; ð7Þ

N110�ut
bnd ½i� ¼ 4 ð2iþ 1Þ ð2iþ 3Þ; ð8Þ

N110�ut
IF ½i� ¼ 8 ð2iþ 3Þ; ð9Þ

N110�ut
110�IF½i�

N110�ut
001�IF½i�

¼
8i

8 ðiþ 3Þ
¼

i

iþ 3
: ð10Þ

The central expression of equation (10) shows both number

series in their explicit form, while the right-hand expression

presents the simplified result of their ratio.

d110�ut
001�IF½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p ðiþ 1Þ: ð11Þ

The width of the rectangular cross section follows straight-

forwardly from w[i] 	 d110�ut
001�IF½i�.

d110�ut
110�IF½i� ¼ aUC iþ

3

4

� �
: ð12Þ

The height of the rectangular cross section follows straight-

forwardly from h[i] 	 d110�ut
110�IF½i�.

A110�ut½i� ¼
aUC

� �2ffiffiffi
2
p ðiþ 1Þ iþ

3

4

� �
: ð13Þ

The cross section of this NWire type is shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. NWires growing along the [110] direction with
hexagonal cross section and four {111} plus two {001}
interfaces

The remaining four NWire types to be investigated all have

a hexagonal cross section which has a more complex geometry.

Owing to the fact that each hexagonal cross-section type has

two different configurations, namely a different configuration

at the central point, we present an even and an odd series for

each NWire type. We will see in Section 4.2 that there is a real
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Figure 2
Cross sections and side views of zb- and diamond-structured NWires
growing along the [001] axis with a square cross section and four {001}
interfaces for run indices i = 1 to 4. (a) X32, (b) X72, (c) X128 and (d) X200.
Interior atoms are grey, atoms with two interface bonds are blue and
atoms with three interface bonds are green.

Figure 3
Cross sections and side views of zb- and diamond-structured NWires
growing along the [110] axis with a rectangular cross section and two {111}
and two {001} interfaces for run indices i = 1 to 4. (a) X40, (b) X84, (c) X144

and (d) X220. Interior atoms are grey, and atoms with one, two or three
interface bonds are red, blue or green, respectively.



need for such detailed descriptions when evaluating HR-TEM

images.

N110�
Wire;even½i� ¼ 12i 2; ð14Þ

N110�
bnd;even½i� ¼ 8i ð3i� 1Þ; ð15Þ

N110�
IF;even½i� ¼ 16i; ð16Þ

N110�
111�IF;even½i�

N110�
001�IF;even½i�

¼ 1 8 i; ð17Þ

From equations (16) and (17), it follows straightforwardly that

N110�
111�IF;even½i� = N110�

001�IF;even½i� = 8i.

d110�
001�IF;even½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
8
p ð2i� 1Þ; ð18Þ

d110�
111�IF;even½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
3

8

r
i�

1

4

� �
; ð19Þ

w110�
even ½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
2
p

i�
3

8

� �
; ð20Þ

h110�
even ½i� ¼ aUC

�
i�

1

4

�
; ð21Þ

A110�
even ½i� ¼

�
aUC

�2ffiffiffi
8
p

"
ði�1Þ

�
3iþ

7

6

�
þ1þ

ffiffiffi
2
p
þ4

ffiffiffi
3
p

64

#
: ð22Þ

The offset ð
ffiffiffi
2
p
þ 4

ffiffiffi
3
p
Þ=64 presents the two isosceles triangles

occurring at the left- and right-most apexes of the cross

section, plus the four irregular triangles at the two lower and

upper apexes of the cross section, see Fig. 4(a). The cross

section of this even NWire type is shown in Fig. 4, together

with the definitions of the characteristic lengths.

For the odd series (Fig. 5) we get

N110�
Wire;odd½i� ¼ 4 i ½3iþ 4� þ 1ð Þ; ð23Þ

N110�
bnd;odd½i� ¼ 4 6i ½iþ 1� þ 1ð Þ; ð24Þ

N110�
IF;odd ½i� ¼ 8 ð2iþ 1Þ; ð25Þ

whereby

N110�
111�IF;odd½i�

N110�
001�IF;odd½i�

¼
8 ðiþ 1Þ

8i
¼ 1þ

1

i
: ð26Þ

Again, the central expression in equation (26) shows both

number series in their explicit form, while the right-hand

expression presents the simplified result of their ratio.

d110�
001�IF;odd½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
8
p ð2i� 1Þ: ð27Þ

Comparing this result with equation (18), we see that

d110�
001�IF;odd½i� = d110�

001�IF;even½i�.

d110�
111�IF;odd½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
3

8

r
iþ

3

4

� �
: ð28Þ
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Figure 4
(a) Definitions of the characteristic lengths for the zb- and diamond-
structured NWires growing along the [110] axis with a hexagonal cross
section and two {001} and four {111} interfaces, which are shown by
translucent black lines. (b)–(e) Top and side views of the first four
members (i = 1 to 4) of the even series. (b) X12, (c) X48, (d) X108 and (e)
X192. For atom colours see Fig. 3.

Figure 5
Cross sections and side views of zb- and diamond-structured NWires
growing along the [110] axis with a hexagonal cross section and two {001}
and four {111} interfaces, odd series, for run indices i = 1 to 4. (a) X32, (b)
X84, (c) X160 and (d) X260. For atom colours and definitions of
characteristic lengths, see Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.



Comparing this result with equation (19), we see that

d110�
111�IF;odd½i� = d110�

111�IF;even½iþ 1�.

w110�
odd ½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
2
p

iþ
1

8

� �
: ð29Þ

The relation to the even series is w110�
odd ½i� = w110�

111�IF;even½iþ
1
2�.

h110�
odd ½i� ¼ aUC iþ

3

4

� �
: ð30Þ

This result differs from the even series by one aUC; h110�
odd ½i� =

h110�
111�IF;even½iþ 1�.

A110�
odd ½i� ¼

aUC

� �2ffiffiffi
8
p

�
i

�
3iþ

2

3

��
iþ

1

2

�
�

5

6
þ

ffiffiffi
2
p
þ 4

ffiffiffi
3
p

64

�
: ð31Þ

3.4. NWires growing along the ½112� direction with hexagonal
cross section and four {131} plus two {111} interfaces

N112�
Wire;even½i� ¼ 4i ð3iþ 1Þ; ð32Þ

N112�
bnd;even½i� ¼ 2 ð12i 2 � 1Þ; ð33Þ

N112�
IF;even½i� ¼ 16 iþ

1

4

� �
: ð34Þ

The assignment of interface bonds to the {111} and {131}

planes is shown in Fig. 6(a). With this assignment of interface

atoms to the {111} and {131} planes we obtain

N112�

131�IF;even
½i�

N112�
111�IF;even½i�

¼
4 ð3iþ 2Þ

4 ði� 1Þ
¼

3iþ 2

i� 1
: ð35Þ

As before, the central expression in equation (35) shows both

number series in their explicit form, while the right-hand

expression presents the simplified result of their ratio.

d112�
111�IF;even½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p

	
i�

1

2



; ð36Þ

d112�

131�IF;even
½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffiffiffi
11

24

r
i; ð37Þ

w112�
even ½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
1

8

r
ð4i� 1Þ; ð38Þ

h112�
even ½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
4

3

r
i; ð39Þ

A112�
even ½i� ¼ aUC

� �2

ffiffiffi
1

6

r
i ð3i� 1Þ: ð40Þ

For the odd series (Fig. 6) we get

N112�
Wire;odd½i� ¼ 12i ðiþ 2Þ þ 10; ð41Þ

N112�
bnd;odd½i� ¼ 2 ð6iþ 1Þ ð2iþ 3Þ þ 5; ð42Þ

N112�
IF;odd ½i� ¼ 2 ð8iþ 9Þ; ð43Þ

N112�

131�IF;odd
½i�

N112�
111�IF;odd½i�

¼
4 ð3iþ 5Þ

2 ð2i� 1Þ
¼

2 ð3iþ 5Þ

2i� 1
: ð44Þ

Again, the central expression of equation (44) shows both

number series in their explicit form, while the right-hand

expression presents the simplified result of their ratio.

d112�
111�IF;odd½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p i; ð45Þ

d112�

131�IF;odd
½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffiffiffi
11

24

r
ðiþ 1Þ; ð46Þ
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Figure 6
(a) Definitions of characteristic lengths for the zb- and diamond-
structured NWires with a [112] growth axis, hexagonal cross section and
four {113} plus two {111} interfaces, which are shown by translucent black
lines. Green markings show the assignment of interface atoms (red or
blue) to the respective interface orientation in accordance with the
number series for interface bonds N

112�
IF ½i�. (b)–(e) Top and side views of

the first four members (i = 1 to 4) of the even series. (b) X16, (c) X56, (d)
X120 and (e) X208. For atom colours see Fig. 3.



w112�
odd ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p ð2iþ 1Þ; ð47Þ

h112�
odd ½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
4

3

r
ðiþ 1Þ; ð48Þ

A112�
odd ½i� ¼

aUC

� �2ffiffiffi
6
p ð3iþ 1Þ ðiþ 1Þ: ð49Þ

The cross section for this odd series NWire type is shown in

Fig. 7.

3.5. NWires growing along the [111] direction with
hexagonal cross section and six {110} interfaces

N111� j110
Wire;even ½i� ¼ 6i ðiþ 1Þ þ 2; ð50Þ

N111� j110
bnd;even ½i� ¼ 6i ð2iþ 1Þ þ 1; ð51Þ

N111� j110
IF;even ½i� ¼ 6 ð2iþ 1Þ; ð52Þ

d111� j110
IF;even ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p i; ð53Þ

w111� j110
even ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p 2i: ð54Þ

For a regular hexagon with 60� rotational symmetry, we get

w111� j110
even ½i� = 2d111� j110

IF;even ½i�.

h111� j110
even ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p i; ð55Þ

A111� j110
even ½i� ¼ aUC

� �2

ffiffiffi
3
p

24
6i 2
¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

4
i 2: ð56Þ

Fig. 8 shows the cross section of this even NWire type, together

with the definitions of the characteristic lengths.

For the odd series, we obtain

N111� j110
Wire;odd ½i� ¼ 2i ð3iþ 7Þ þ 8; ð57Þ

N111� j110
bnd;odd ½i� ¼ 2i ð6iþ 11Þ þ 9; ð58Þ

N111� j110
IF;odd ½i� ¼ 2 ð6iþ 7Þ; ð59Þ

d111� j110
IF;odd;tb ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p i: ð60Þ

The subscript tb stands for the top and bottom interfaces as

illustrated in Fig. 8. This result is equal to d111� j110
IF;even ½i�.

d111� j110
IF;odd;side½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p ðiþ 1Þ: ð61Þ

We see that d111� j110
IF;odd;side½i� = d111� j110

IF;even ½iþ 1�.

w111� j110
odd ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p ð2iþ 1Þ: ð62Þ
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Figure 8
(a) Definitions of characteristic lengths for the zb- and diamond-
structured NWires with a [111] growth axis, hexagonal cross section and
{110}-oriented interfaces, which are shown by translucent black lines.
Parameters in brackets refer to the odd cross-section series where the
interface lengths are not equal (see Fig. 9). (b)–(e) Top and side views of
the first four members (i = 1 to 4) of the even series. (b) X14, (c) X38, (d)
X74 and (e) X122. For atom colours see Fig. 3.

Figure 7
Cross sections and side views of zb- and diamond-structured NWires with
a [112] growth axis, hexagonal cross section and four {113} plus two {111}
interfaces, odd series, for run indices i = 1 to 4. (a) X46, (b) X106, (c) X190

and (d) X298. For atom colours and definitions of the characteristic lengths
and interfaces, see Figs. 3 and 6, respectively.



Here, the relation to the even series is w111� j110
odd ½i� =

w111� j110
even ½iþ 1

2�.

h111� j110
odd ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p ðiþ 1Þ: ð63Þ

Again, this result relates to the even series via h111� j110
odd ½i� =

h111� j110
even ½iþ 1�.

A111� j110
odd ½i� ¼ aUC

� �2

ffiffiffi
3
p

24
6

�
iþ

1

3

�
ðiþ 1Þ

¼ aUC

� �2

ffiffiffi
3
p

12
ð3iþ 1Þ ðiþ 1Þ: ð64Þ

The cross section of this odd NWire type is shown in Fig. 9.

3.6. NWires growing along the [111] direction with a
hexagonal cross section and six {112} interfaces

N111� j112
Wire;even ½i� ¼ 6i ð3iþ 1Þ þ 2; ð65Þ

N111� j112
bnd;even ½i� ¼ ð6iÞ2 þ 1; ð66Þ

N111� j112
IF;even ½i� ¼ 6 ð4iþ 1Þ; ð67Þ

d111� j112
IF;even ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p i; ð68Þ

w111� j112
even ½i� ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
2
p

i: ð69Þ

For a regular hexagon with 60� rotational symmetry, we get

w111� j112
even ½i� = 2d111� j112

IF;even ½i�.

h111� j112
even ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p 3i ¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
3

2

r
i; ð70Þ

A111� j112
even ½i� ¼ aUC

� �2

ffiffiffi
3
p

24
18i2

¼ aUC

� �2 3

4

ffiffiffi
3
p

i2: ð71Þ

The cross section of this even NWire type is shown in Fig. 10,

together with the definitions of the characteristic lengths.

For the odd series, we get

N111� j112
Wire;odd ½i� ¼ 2i ð9iþ 7Þ þ 4; ð72Þ

N111� j112
bnd;odd ½i� ¼ 4i ð9iþ 4Þ þ 3; ð73Þ

N111� j112
IF;odd ½i� ¼ 2 ð12iþ 5Þ: ð74Þ

d111� j112
IF;odd;tb ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p i: ð75Þ

Comparison with equation (68) yields d111� j112
IF;odd;tb ½i� =

d111� j112
IF;even ½i�.

d111� j112
IF;odd;side½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
2
p

	
iþ

1

3



: ð76Þ
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Figure 10
(a) Definitions of the characteristic lengths for the even series of zb- and
diamond-structured NWires with a [111] growth axis and hexagonal cross
section. All interfaces have {112} orientation, shown by translucent black
lines. For definitions of the odd series see Fig. 11(a). (b)–(e) Top and side
views of the first four members (i = 1 to 4) of the even series. (b) X26, (c)
X86, (d) X182 and (e) X314. For atom colours see Fig. 3.

Figure 9
Cross sections and side views of zb- and diamond-structured NWires with
a [111] growth axis, hexagonal cross section and {110}-oriented interfaces,
odd series, for run indices i = 1 to 4. (a) X28, (b) X60, (c) X104 and (d) X160.
For atom colours and definitions of the characteristic lengths, see Figs. 3
and 8, respectively.



This result differs from d111� j112
IF;odd;tb ½i� by the offset of 1

3 on i for

the respective corner between the 112 interfaces (see Fig. 11).

w111� j112
odd ½i� ¼ aUC

� ffiffiffi
2
p

iþ
2ffiffiffiffiffi
72
p

�
¼ aUC

ffiffiffi
2
p
�

iþ
1

6

�
: ð77Þ

The corners between the f112g interfaces are reflected in an

offset of the run index compared with the even series so that

w111� j112
odd ½i� = w111� j112

even ½iþ 1
6�.

h111� j112
odd ½i� ¼

aUCffiffiffi
6
p ð3iþ 1Þ; ð78Þ

A111� j112
odd ½i� ¼

�
aUC

�2

ffiffiffi
3
p

24

�
2ið9iþ 4Þ þ

2

3

�

¼
�
aUC

�2

ffiffiffi
3
p

12

�
ið9iþ 4Þ þ

1

3

�
: ð79Þ

The offset of 2
3 in the first line of equation (79) accounts for the

two isosceles triangles at the left and right obtuse corners of

the cross section, each accounting for 1
3 of the areas

ðaUCÞ
2
ffiffiffi
3
p
=24. The latter expression describes the area covered

by the equilateral triangles with a side length of ðaUCÞ=
ffiffiffi
6
p

,

presenting the smallest unit area in the {111} plane class. The

cross section of this odd NWire type is shown in Fig. 11,

together with the definitions of the characteristic lengths.

4. Application examples of nanowire cross sections

4.1. Morphological description of III–V nanowires

III–V NWires are often found to grow along the [111] axis,

which requires the least energy (see Table 1), with hexagonal

cross sections (Joyce et al., 2011; Treu et al., 2015). Such

NWires have experimental cross sections of {112} interfaces

[Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) (Sköld et al., 2006)] or {110} interfaces

[Figs. 12(c) and 12(d) (Sköld et al., 2006)]. Below, we will show

the structural parameters we can derive using equations (68)

and (53) to match the side lengths and obtain the respective

run index i.

Fig. 12(c) shows a GaAs core with a hexagonal cross

section, surrounded by an Al0.5In0.5P shell visible as a bright

hexagonal ring. We focus on the GaAs partition of both

NWires. The scale bars in those images represent 100 nm and

allow an estimation of the side lengths of the hexagonal cross

section, which are 72 nm for the {112} interfaces and 92.4 nm

for the {110} interfaces. With auc(GaAs) = 0.56533 nm (Böer,

1990), these side lengths match d111� j112
IF;even ½i ¼ 180� =

aUC 180=
ffiffiffi
2
p

= 71.95 nm and d111� j110
IF;even ½i ¼ 400� = aUC400

ffiffiffi
6
p

=

92.32 nm. As the even and odd series converge in their para-

meters for large i, the use of the latter series does not yield

more accurate information unless structural information

around the centre point of the cross section is available; see

Fig. 13 for an example. Data obtained from i = 180 for hexa-

gonal cross sections with [111] growth and {112} interfaces and

from i = 400 for hexagonal cross sections with [111] growth

and {110} interfaces are listed in Table 5.
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Figure 11
(a) Definitions of the characteristic lengths for the odd series of zb- and
diamond-structured NWires growing along the [111] axis with a
hexagonal cross section and all interfaces with {112} orientation, shown
by translucent black lines. (b)–(e) Top and side views of the first four
members (i = 1 to 4) of the odd series. (b) X36, (c) X104, (d) X208 and (e)
X348. For atom colours see Fig. 3.

Table 5
Structural parameters for the even series of hexagonal cross sections with
[111] growth and f112g interfaces with i = 180 (Fig. 10) and for the even
series of hexagonal cross sections with [111] growth and {110} interfaces
with i = 400 (Fig. 8); the slab thickness of the NWire cross section is dslab =
aUC

ffiffiffi
3
p

in all cases.

Parameter
111� j112
[i = 180]

111� j110
[i = 400]

111� j110
[i = 468]

111� j110
Al0.5In0.5P
shell

NWire/dslab 584 282 962 402 1 316 954 354 552
Nbnd/dslab 1 166 401 1 922 401 2 631 097 699 077
NIF/dslab 4326 4806 5622 10 428
dIF (nm) 71.95 92.32 108.0
w (nm) 143.9 184.6 216.0
wshell (nm) 13.39
h (nm) 124.6 150.9 187.1
A (nm2) 13452 22142 30311 8057.8
AIF (nm2) 110.85

Nbnd/NWire 1.9963 1.9975 1.9978 1.9713
NIF/NWire 7.404 � 10�3 4.994 � 10�3 4.269 � 10�3 2.941 � 10�2

NIF/Nbnd 3.709 � 10�3 2.500 � 10�3 2.137 � 10�3 1.492 � 10�2



Analytical number series of the same cross-section type can

be combined in any superposition seen fit to describe

experimental data. We turn our attention to the NWire in Fig.

12(c) again to evaluate its complete morphology, i.e. a GaAs

core with an Al0.5In0.5P shell, using our findings presented in

Section 3.5. The shell has the same orientation as the GaAs

core, growing in the [111] direction with {110} interfaces. With

the morphology of the entire core–shell NWire having a side

length of 108 nm and monolithic lattice growth [Sköld et al.,

2006; aUC(Al0.5In0.4P) ’ aUC(GaAs)], we arrive at

d111� j110
IF;even ½i ¼ 468�, from which it is straightforward to get all

parameters as for the GaAs core (see Table 5). The para-

meters of the Al0.5In0.5P shell can be calculated by subtracting

the parameters of the inner GaAs core from the parameters of

the entire core–shell cross section. Due to the finite thickness

of the interface layer, we choose the GaAs core parameters

for the run index matching this core plus one (i = 400 + 1) to

calculate the cross-section area of the Al0.5In0.5P shell: AIF =

A111� j110
even ½i ¼ 401� � A111� j110

even ½i ¼ 400�.

Along the same lines, we calculate the number of

shell-internal bonds which is N111� j110
bnd;even ½i ¼ 468� �

N111� j110
bnd;even ½i ¼ 401� and the cross-section area of the shell

which is A = A111� j110
even ½i ¼ 468� � A111� j110

even ½i ¼ 401�.

The total number of interface bonds for the Al0.5In0.5P shell

is the sum of its outer and internal interfaces to the GaAs core,

yielding NIFðshellÞ = N111� j110
IF;even ½i ¼ 400� + N111� j110

IF;even ½i ¼ 468�.

The NWire cross section is a regular hexagon. Thus, simple

trigonometry yields the thickness of the Al0.5In0.5P shell: wshell

= �dIF/(2tan [30�]) =
�
aUCð468� 401Þ=

ffiffiffi
6
p �

=
�
2=

ffiffiffi
3
p �

, with

�dIF the difference in side lengths of the inner and outer

hexagons defining the shell. All values are listed in Table 5.

We briefly look at some of the outcomes which can be

derived from the values in Table 5. As will be discussed in

Section 5, the ratio of NWire-internal bonds per NWire atom

Nbnd/NWire is a sensitive stress indicator since fewer bonds per

NWire atom are available to compensate external or internal

stress. A good example of the latter is substitutional doping

where the dopant, usually foreign to the NWire structure,
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Figure 12
(a) Side and cross-sectional views of an X2246 (i = 11) hexagonal NWire with a [111] growth axis and {112} interfaces. (b) A cross-sectional STEM image
of the same NWire type consisting of GaAs. Reprinted with permission from Sköld et al. (2006), copyright American Chemical Society 2006. (c) A cross-
sectional STEM image of a NWire with a [111] growth axis. The GaAs core shows as a dark hexagon and the AlInP shell is visible as a bright rim.
Reprinted with permission from Sköld et al. (2006), copyright American Chemical Society 2006. The scale bars in panels (b) and (c) correspond to
100 nm. (d) Side and cross-sectional views of a hexagonal NWire X2054 (i = 18) by analogy with panel (c), growing along the [111] axis with {110}
interfaces and an internal {110} interface separating the core from the shell. The symmetry centre is marked by a cyan atom. For other atom colours see
Fig. 3.

Figure 13
An ultrathin Si nanowire with a [110] axis embedded in SiO2, constituting
a NWire FET structure. Reprinted with permission from Yi et al. (2011),
copyright American Chemical Society 2011. Panel (a) shows the original
image while panel (b) includes the contours of the two analytical NWire
cross sections. The red semi-translucent outline shows the odd series of
the NWire growing along the [110] axis with {110} and {001} interfaces (i =
7, X704), as shown in panel (c). The blue semi-translucent outline shows
the same NWire type, but using its even series (i = 8, X768), as shown in
panel (d). For atom colours see Fig. 3. Details of the specific NWire cross
sections shown in panels (c) and (d) are explained in Section 3.3.
Additional structural information for both cross sections is listed in
Table 6.



causes significant amounts of strain. The values in Table 5

show that it should be either notably more difficult to dope the

Al0.5In0.5P shell than the GaAs core, or that we can expect a

significant rate of lattice defects introduced by the dopant. A

quantitative statement will be given in Section 5 for Si NWires

where experimental data for the increasing failure of impurity

doping are available.

While the case above delivers valuable structural data, the

full capacity of the analytical description of NWire cross

sections comes to light when structural information on an

atomic basis is available, e.g. by HR-TEM. We will demon-

strate these capabilities in Section 4.2.

4.2. Morphological description of Si nanowires

Si NWires are key candidates for future VLSI devices in

sub-14 nm technology nodes (Weber & Mikolajick, 2017). At

such device dimensions, NWires have diameters significantly

below 10 nm, which allows us to image their entire cross

sections at atomic resolution. This then provides the infor-

mation to pick the right analytical description from Section 3

in terms of odd or even series. Often, such NWires follow a

top-down approach by thermal oxidation combined with SiO2

back etching (Weber & Mikolajick, 2017). Fig. 13(a) shows an

HR-TEM image of such a NWire with a [110] axis orientation,

{001} interfaces on the top and bottom and {111} side inter-

faces (Yi et al., 2011). This cross-section type was described in

Section 3.3, and the nearest members of the respective odd

and even series to fit the HR-TEM image are shown in

Figs. 13(c) and 13(d). All structural parameters derived from

the number series are listed in Table 6.

With these data, accurate structural metrology statements

can be made for any characterization which has a structural

dependence. The exact cross-section area allows us to calcu-

late current densities. In contrast with absolute current values

which are used in most work at present, current densities help

us to interpret electronic phenomena such as impact ioniza-

tion or inelastic carrier–carrier scattering. Thereby, the device

characteristics of NWire-based electronic devices (Tomioka et

al., 2011; Weber & Mikolajick, 2017) can be assessed and

interpreted in more detail.

5. Usage of number series ratios on nanowire cross
sections

The ratio of intra-NWire bonds per NWire atom converges to

2 for NWire cross sections approaching infinity via their run

index i; Nbnd[i]/NWire[i] ! 2 for i ! 1. This result follows

directly from the consideration of the zb- or diamond-

structured UC (Fig. 1). Every atom has four bonds to its first

nearest neighbour (1-nn) atoms and each of these four bonds

is shared with one of the 1-nn atoms. Depending on the size of

the NWire, its interface faceting and its surface-to-volume

ratio, Nbnd[i]/NWire[i] can be significantly smaller than 2.

In impurity doping, the dopants reside on substitutional

lattice sites within the semiconductor such as Si. This process

requires a certain activation energy of which a significant part

is taken up by neighbouring Si—Si bonds, thereby inducing

local stress. At very high dopant densities, the dopant solu-

bility limit is reached, whereby many local doping events build

up a global stress which either induces dopant clustering and
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Figure 14
(a) The ratio of internal bonds per NWire atom Nbnd/NWire as a function
of cross-sectional area expressed by the spherical NWire diameter dcirc

Wire in
units of aUC and absolute values for Si (upper x axis). Magenta labels
show the area where self-purification sets in for bottom-up (grown) Si
NWires. (b) The relative increase in Si NWire resistivity over the bulk
value as a function of NWire radius (Björk et al., 2009); reproduced with
kind permission of Springer Nature, copyright 2009. The magenta strip
shows the hard limit where dopant failure occurs. (c) Donors with
unpaired electrons within Si NCs (Stegner et al., 2009); reproduced with
kind permission of American Physics Society, copyright 2009. Round
symbols refer to donors which do not getter Si dangling bonds and can
potentially donate an electron at room temperature. Green symbols show
regions of interest and magenta lines show the doping probability
dropping by a factor of ca 400.

Table 6
Structural parameters for hexagonal cross sections with a [110] growth
axis, {111} top and bottom interfaces and {001} side interfaces of the odd
series with i = 7, and of the even series with i = 8 (see Section 3.3 and
Fig. 13); the slab thickness of the NWire cross sections is dslab = aUC

ffiffiffi
2
p

.

Parameter i = 7, odd i = 8, even

NWire/dslab 704 768
Nbnd/dslab 1348 1472
NIF/dslab 120 128

d
110�
001�IF (nm) 2.50 2.88

d
110�
111�IF (nm) 2.58 2.58

w110� (nm) 5.47 5.86
h110� (nm) 4.21 4.21
A110� (nm2) 16.87 18.49
Nbnd/NWire 1.915 1.917
NIF/NWire 0.170 0.167
NIF/Nbnd 0.089 0.087



interstitials or the disintegration of the semiconductor struc-

ture into its amorphous form. For nano-Si systems such as

NWires or NCs, the ratio Nbnd[i]/NWire[i] decreasing with

system size reflects a decreasing ability of the nano-Si system

to cope with local stress as induced by subsitutional doping.

This finding is reflected in the strong resistivity increase of

Si NWires with shrinking diameter [Fig. 14(b)]. The argument

of Björk et al. (2009) that dielectric mismatch with the

enviroment prevents dopant ionization is certainly correct.

However, dielectric mismatch is not the only cause of dopant

failure. For Si NCs, their rejection of dopants to be located on

substitutional lattice sites by self-purification has been

discussed in detail (Dalpian & Chelikowsky, 2006, 2008; König

et al., 2015; Hiller et al., 2017a,b). Similar limits exist for Si

NWires, as discussed below. Even for doping densities of

ND = 1.5 � 1020 cm�3 which present the semiconductor-to-

semi-metal limit for Si (Pearson & Bardeen, 1949), substitu-

tional doping fails for NWire diameters in the range of 7 to

10 nm (Björk et al., 2009) [Fig. 14(b)]. At this diameter, we

have a ratio of Nbnd/NWire = 1.94 � 0.01 for Si NWires with

hexagonal cross section (Schmid et al., 2008) depending on the

interface orientation and growth axis. The values are signifi-

cantly lower for square and rectangular cross sections. For Si

NCs, the probabilities of built-in dopants dropped 400-fold

when decreasing the NC diameters from 20 to 10 nm (Stegner

et al., 2009) [Fig. 14(c)]. For this size range, a ratio of NC

internal bonds per NC atom of Nbnd/NNC = 1.94 � 0.02 was

found, where the same analytical description presented here

was applied to zb- and diamond-structured NCs (König, 2016).

Using independent experimental results from two different

nano-Si systems (NWires and NCs), our analytical description

shows that Nbnd/NNC = 1.94 � 0.02 is a general limit below

which self-purification prevents effective substitutional

doping.

The ratio NIF[i]/NWire[i] yields the number of interface

bonds per NWire atom (Fig. 15). This key parameter quantifies

electronic phenomena occurring across NWire interfaces. It

follows the opposite trend to that discussed for Nbnd[i]/

NWire[i]: any bond not available for connecting NWire atoms

occurs at an interface. NWire cross sections with a high aspect

ratio have a higher value of NIF/NWire, which results in bigger

dWire values up to which the embedding dielectric dominates

the electronic and optical NWire properties. This finding is

important for {001}-terminated Si NWires with a square cross

section which can be morphed to a high aspect ratio as

mentioned at the end of Section 7. Such {001}-terminated cross

sections are encountered in fin-FETs and can be used to

exploit nanoscopic phenomena. As an example, the electronic

impact of ultrathin SiO2 and Si3N4 coatings on Si NWires with

thicknesses as shown in Fig. 13 could replace conventional

doping while maintaining CMOS compatibility for VLSI

devices (König et al., 2014, 2018).

The quantity NIF/Nbnd serves as a gauge for the stress

balance between NWires and an embedding matrix or coating

interacting via interface bonds, such as GaAs NWires grown

with an Al0.5In0.5P shell (Sköld et al., 2006; see Section 4.1).

The evolution of NIF/Nbnd is shown for all NWire cross

sections as a function of diameter in Fig. 16. There may exist a

minimum of NIF/Nbnd below which the NWire structure is

unstable and may switch to a different cross section or even

symmetry group, like the intermittent zb-Würtzite phases of

InAs NWires (Park et al., 2015). It is therefore likely that there

are certain limits of minimum NWire diameters per cross-

section type below which a phase change occurs. This

phenomenon was observed for Si NCs in SiO2 which have a

strong preference for an octahedral shape with {111} interfaces

for NC sizes of �3 nm (Godefroo et al., 2008; König, 2016).

Such limits are a function of NIF/Nbnd , the Young’s moduli of

the semiconductor and its embedding environment, and can

be derived for any NWire with appropriate experimental

input.
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Figure 16
The ratio of interface to internal NWire bonds NIF/Nbnd as a function of
cross-sectional area expressed as the spherical NWire diameter dcirc

Wire in
units of aUC and absolute values for Si (upper x axis) shown for all the
NWires of Section 3.

Figure 15
The ratio of interface bonds per NWire atom NIF/NWire as a function of
cross-sectional area expressed as the spherical NWire diameter dcirc

Wire in
units of aUC and absolute values for Si (upper x axis) shown for all the
NWires of Section 3.



6. Outlook

Work is in progress for the NWire cross sections shown here to

develop lateral number series which allow asymmetric cross-

section morphing to any rectangular aspect ratio for square

and rectangular NWires, and from low-aspect hexagonal up to

a full rhombic cross section for hexagonal NWires. As an

example, square NWire cross sections with an exclusive {001}

interface could be morphed to large aspect rectangles which

describe Si fin-FETs in 14 nm VLSI technology. Morphed

cross sections possess a ratio of interface-specific bonds

changing with the shape of the cross section. As an example,

the ratio of {001} to {111} interface bonds can be exploited for

the interface-specific Si dangling-bond (DB) defects labelled

Pb0 and Pb1, thereby enabling non-destructive shape detection

of NWire cross sections. Such characterization has already

been applied to Si NCs (Stesmans et al., 2008) using EPR and

recently underpinned by crystallographic analysis (König,

2016).

7. Conclusions

We have deduced analytical number series for zb- and

diamond-structured NWires as a function of diameter, shape

and interface faceting for the following NWire cross sections:

square, {001} growth axis and interfaces; rectangular, {110}

growth axis and {110} plus {001} interfaces; hexagonal, {110}

growth axis and {001} plus {111} interfaces; hexagonal,

f112g growth axis and {111} plus f131g interfaces; hexagonal,

{111} growth axis and {110} interfaces; hexagonal, {111}

growth axis and f112g interfaces. All hexagonal cross sections

are presented in an even and an odd scheme to facilitate

matching to the different symmetry centres encountered

experimentally. The calculated parameters are the number of

NWire atoms NWire[i], the number of bonds between such

atoms Nbnd[i], the number of NC Wire interface bonds NIF[i],

the interface lengths dIF[i], the cross-section widths w[i], the

heights h[i] and the total cross-section areas A[i]. All

expressions are linked to the NWire spherical diameters

dWire[i] to enable direct parameter comparison between

different morphologies.

Use of the analytical description has been demonstrated on

III–V core–shell and Si NWire STEM/TEM images. The

available atomic resolution of the latter allowed exact para-

meter description down to the atom/bond level, which opens a

new avenue to interpret any experimental spectroscopic data

of zb- and diamond-structured NWire cross sections.

The ratio Nbnd/NWire is useful to gauge the internal stress of

NWires, which is key to evaluating self-purification and

dopant segregation as encountered in impurity doping, and

the general stress response of NWires to an external force.

Both NIF/Nbnd and Nbnd/NWire can be applied to optical spec-

troscopy methods such as FT–IR, Raman, photoluminescence

or electroluminescence to interpret and deconvolute spectra

into NWire-immanent (internal) and matrix/shell (external)

components. The ratio NIF/NWire describes the electronic

interaction of NWires with the embedding matrix or ligands to

gauge the impact of interface dipoles or interface charge

transfer onto the NC electronic structure.

The analytical description of zb- and diamond-structured

NWire cross sections could provide major advancement in

experimental data interpretation and understanding of III–V,

II–VI and group-IV based NWires. The number series allow

for a deconvolution of experimental data into environment-

exerted, interface-related and NC-internal phenomena. The

predictive power of our method could render it an essential

tool to predict NWire cross sections and to tune process

conditions for tailoring NWires towards desired shapes and

interface properties.

APPENDIX A
Derivation of number series, demonstrated for NWires
growing along the [001] direction with a square cross
section and four {001} interfaces (Section 3.1)

This cross section is rather simple in terms of the zb/diamond

structure UC lengths aUC (Fig. 1) and therefore lends itself to a

demonstration of the mathematical tools by which the number

series are obtained.

From the side view of the NWire slabs in Fig. 2 we see that

dslab = 1aUC. The smallest NWire cross section (run index i = 1)

is shown in Fig. 2(a). It has a side length of the {001} interfaces

of d001�ut
001�IF½i ¼ 1� = 7/4aUC. The successive cross section (i = 2)

has d001�ut
001�IF½i ¼ 2� = 11/4aUC, then d001�ut

001�IF½i ¼ 3� = 15/4aUC, or

generally

d001�ut
001�IF½i� ¼ aUC iþ

3

4

� �
; ð80Þ

which is identical to equation (5) in Section 3.1. Observe that

the side length of the cross section in terms of atomic mono-

layers (MLs) is 1/4 aUC bigger, since the two half-bonds at the

interface do not alter the number of atomic MLs. Therefore,

the side length of the interfaces in terms of atomic MLs is

i � aUC. This difference of 1/4aUC can be used to counter-

check the results on N001�ut
Wire ½i� below. Since the cross-section

area is A001�ut½i� = ðd001�ut
001�IF½i�Þ

2, we arrive directly at

equation (6).

To calculate N001�ut
Wire ½i�, we use the second-order differential

scheme shown below in Table 7. The associated cross section is

shown in Fig. 2, the values of N001�ut
Wire ½i� can be counted in a

straightforward manner, using the count per column as

outlined in Table 2.

We see from the differential scheme that the antiderivative

of d2N001�ut
Wire ½i�=di 2 is

dN001�ut
Wire ½i�=di ¼ 16 iþ 24; ð81Þ

whereby the number 24 is a constant offset by analogy with an

integration constant. The quantity dN001�ut
Wire ½i�=di presents the

increment for the transition N001�ut
Wire ½i� 1� !N001�ut

Wire ½i�, yielding

the recursive form of N001�ut
Wire ½i� as

N001�ut
Wire ½i� ¼ N001�ut

Wire ½i� 1� þ 16 ði� 1Þ þ 24: ð82Þ

The recursive nature of N001�ut
Wire ½i� means that we add up

dN001�ut
Wire ½k ¼ 1; 2 . . . ði� 1Þ�=di until i reaches the desired
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value which can be assigned to a certain experimental inter-

face length. Adding up a run index i powered by an exponent

n up to k = i � 1 can be expressed as

1n
þ 2n
þ 3n
þ . . .þ ði� 1Þn ¼

Xi�1

k¼1

kn: ð83Þ

Equation (83) is instrumental in the transition from the

recursive to the explicit form of all number series presented in

our work. For equation (82) it yields

N001�ut
Wire ½i� ¼ 16

Xi�1

k¼1

k1
þ 24

Xi�1

k¼1

k0
¼ 16
ði� 1Þ i

2
þ 24 ði� 1Þ;

ð84Þ

where we have used the identity (Zeidler et al., 2004)

Xi

k¼1

k1 ¼
i ðiþ 1Þ

2
: ð85Þ

By analogy with integration yielding an integration constant,

an antiderivative possesses a constant offset. This initial-value

problem can be solved by comparing the results for each i

from equation (84) with the N001�ut
Wire ½i� values from the differ-

ential scheme above, see Table 8.

The final explicit form of N001�ut
Wire ½i� is given by adding

�N001�ut
Wire to it, viz.

N001�ut
Wire ½i� ¼ 16

ði� 1Þ i

2
þ 24 ði� 1Þ þ 32

¼ 8 ði 2
þ 2iþ 1Þ

¼ 8 ðiþ 1Þ2; ð86Þ

which is identical to equation (2) in Section 3.1.

Another method of calculating N001�ut
Wire ½i� is given by the use

of the side length of the square cross section in terms of atomic

MLs, which is d001�ut
001�IF½i� = aUC (i + 1) (see above for the

difference in the actual interface length), and dslab = 1aUC,

with the unit-cell volume of a3
UC containing eight atoms as the

smallest increment. This method can be used to counter-check

equation (86); see Table 9.

As expected, we arrive at the same result. We point out,

though, that for more complex NWire cross sections the latter

method becomes very cumbersome.

For N001�ut
bnd ½i�, we can repeat the above procedure with

different boundary conditions. For internal bonds of the

NWire slab, we obtain the differential scheme shown in

Table 10.

From column 2 of Table 10 we can see that the square

product scales with i since N001�ut
bnd ½1� = (1 � 4 + 3)2 = 72,

N001�ut
bnd ½2� = (2� 4 + 3)2 = 112, N001�ut

bnd ½3�= (3� 4 + 3)2 = 152, etc.

This shortcut leads us straight to the solution,

N001�ut
bnd ½i� ¼ ð4iþ 3Þ2; ð87Þ
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Table 10
Second-order differential scheme for N001�ut

bnd ½i�.

i N001�ut
bnd ½i� dN001�ut

bnd ½i�=di d2N001�ut
bnd ½i�=di 2

1 7 � 7 = 49
2 11 � 11 = 121 72
3 15 � 15 = 225 104 32
4 19 � 19 = 361 136 32
5 23 � 23 = 529 168 32
6 27 � 27 = 729 200 32

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Table 7
Second-order differential scheme for N001�ut

Wire ½i�.

i N001�ut
Wire ½i� dN001�ut

Wire ½i�=di d2N001�ut
Wire ½i�=di 2

1 4 � 8 = 32
2 6 � 12 = 72 40
3 8 � 16 = 128 56 16
4 10 � 20 = 200 72 16
5 12 � 24 = 288 88 16
6 14 � 28 = 392 104 16

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Table 8
Comparison of counted values of N001�ut

Wire ½i� and values derived from
equation (84) to show the initial value problem which is analogous to an
integration constant.

i
N001�ut

Wire ½i�
counted

N001�ut
Wire ½i� as in

equation (84) �N001�ut
Wire

1 32 0 32
2 72 40 32
3 128 96 32
4 200 168 32
5 288 256 32
6 392 360 32

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Table 9
Alternative derivation of N001�ut

Wire ½i� using the side length of the cross
section d001�ut

001�IF½i� with the slab thickness of the cross section of 1 aUC to
arrive at the slab volume in units of ðaUCÞ

3 and thus N001�ut
Wire ½i� due to the

volume of ðaUCÞ
3 containing 8 or 4 + 4 atoms for diamond and zb

structures, respectively.

i

d001�ut
001�IF½i�

for atomic
MLs (aUC)

N001�ut
Wire ½i�

as in equation
(86) (atoms)

N001�ut
Wire ½i� per ðd001�ut

001�IF½i�Þ
2
� dslab

(aUC)3 (atoms)

1 2 32 4; 32
2 3 72 9; 72
3 4 128 16; 128
4 5 200 25; 200
5 6 288 36; 288
6 7 392 49; 392

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Table 11
First-order differential scheme for N001�ut

IF ½i�.

i N001�ut
IF ½i� dN001�ut

IF ½i�=di

1 4(3 � 2) + 2 � 3 = 30
2 4(5 � 2) + 2 � 3 = 46 16
3 4(7 � 2) + 2 � 3 = 62 16
4 4(9 � 2) + 2 � 3 = 78 16
5 4(11 � 2) + 2 � 3 = 94 16
6 4(13 � 2) + 2 � 3 = 110 16

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




which is equation (3) in Section 3.1. The interested reader can

run the diffential scheme outlined above on N001�ut
bnd ½i� to

become familiar with the algorithm.

For N001�ut
IF ½i�, we use the colour-coded interface termina-

tion: red atoms have one interface bond, blue atoms have two

interface bonds and green atoms have three interface bonds;

see also Section 2. The respective number of interface bonds

per run index i as counted in Fig. 2 is given in Table 11.

From dN001�ut
IF ½i�=di we get the recursive form

N001�ut
IF ½i� ¼ N001�ut

IF ½i� 1� þ 16: ð88Þ

The constant increment accounts for the linear nature of the

IF length with run index i (versus the quadratic dependence of

N001�ut
Wire ½i� and N001�ut

bnd ½i� as variables related to cross-section

area). With equation (88), we get N001�ut
IF ½1� = 16, N001�ut

IF ½2� =

32, N001�ut
IF ½3� = 48 etc., which differ from the counted values in

the differential scheme above by an integration constant of 14.

Using equation (83), we get N001�ut
IF ½i� in its explicit form

N001�ut
IF ½i� ¼ 16iþ 14 ¼ 2 ð8iþ 7Þ; ð89Þ

which is identical to equation (5) in Section 3.1.
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